
A new formulation for dendriti rystal growth in twodimensionsE.A. Coutsias* and H. Segur� U. of New Mexio, Albuquerque 87131U. of Colorado, Boulder 80309-0526September 16, 2003AbstratThe objetive of this paper is to study the growth of dendriti rystals in twospatial dimensions plus time. The paper makes three ontributions. (i) We proposea new dynami riterion to test physial mehanisms that might produe the veloityseletion that is observed experimentally. We have not yet determined how the resultsof this riterion ompare with those obtained by other riteria, suh as mirosopisolvability. (ii) The (known) equations of motion are restated in terms of orthogonalparaboli oordinates, a natural oordinate system in whih to study perturbations ofa paraboli (Ivantsov) interfae. Among its other advantages, this formulation permitsa larger lass of behaviours far from the tip of the rystal than is allowed in theusual representation. (iii) On an initially paraboli interfae, the analogue of theMullins-Sekerka instability is more deliate than previously had been assumed. Inpartiular, we �nd numerially that the range of unstable "wavenumbers" is boundedaway from zero; i.e., suÆiently low wavenumbers are stable. Moreover, our preliminaryalulations show parabolae, haraterised by Pelet numbers of order 1, for whih thelinear instability is ompletely suppressed by enough surfae tension. Suh suppressionis impossible on a at interfae.1 IntrodutionOf all of the physial problems disussed at this workshop, perhaps none has been moreinuential in distilling the fundamental onepts of the subjet of Asymptotis Beyond AllOrders than the problem of growing dendriti rystals. Within these Proeedings, all ofthe papers on the geometri model indiretly address the problem of dendriti rystals.Moreover, the papers by Gollub [6℄, Kessler [9℄, and Levine [15℄ (also in these Proeedings)disuss aspets of the hypothesis of "mirosopi solvability", whih asserts that the tip ofa dendriti rystal grows with a onstant veloity determined by a transendentally smallquantity related to the surfae tension. 1



A omplete statement of the problem an be found in the papers just ited. Briey,experiments show that when a dendriti rystal grows into a slightly superooled melt, theshape of the moving interfae between the (liquid) melt and the (solid) rystal is inherentlyunsteady and ompliated, but also that the tip of the rystal moves with a nearly onstantveloity, and with a nearly onstant shape. (For a demonstration, see Figure 1 of Gollub,in these Proeedings, or [4℄, [5℄.) The steady-state model of Ivantsov [8℄ predits that thetemperature in the melt far from the rystal ("the underooling") determines a dimensionlessprodut of the tip radius and the tip veloity ("the Pelet number"), but not their separatevalues. Thus Ivantsov's model is too simple, in the sense that some physial e�et omittedfrom Ivantsov's model selets a partiular tip speed. The question is:Whih physial e�ets should be added to Ivantsov's model, to reate a more ompliatedmodel in whih both the tip speed and the tip radius are seleted by the underooling?Candidates inlude: surfae tension along the interfae, with or without rystalline anisotropy,interfaial kinetis, and others.In the presene of surfae tension (or any of the other andidates mentioned above),Ivantsov's paraboli rystals no longer solve the equations of (steadily growing) motion.The hypothesis of mirosopi solvability asserts that the physial mehanism that seletsthe tip veloity is the one for whih the equations of motion admit a steadily growing,nearly paraboli interfae, and the (nearly) paraboli tip that is observed is the one thatgrows steadily. If the equations admit more than one steadily growing interfae shape, thenthe observed shape is the one that is dynamially stable. This hypothesis has led to theonlusion that surfae tension with rystalline anisotropy provides the seletion mehanismobserved experimentally (f. Barbieri et al. [1℄, BenAmar and Pomeau [2℄, Caroli et al. [3℄,Kessler and Levine [11℄, Meiron [16℄, Saito et al. [20℄). Within these proeedings, see Levine[15℄ for a more omplete statement of this approah, and see Gollub [6℄ for a omparison ofthe preditions of this model with experimental observations.While this approah has been suesful in several respets, we feel that it su�ers fromtwo logial weaknesses.1) The question of whether a steadily growing solution exists or not turns out to dependfundamentally, and very deliately, on boundary onditions imposed on the shape of theinterfae far from the tip of the rystal. However, real rystals are inherently unsteady (andvery messy) far from their tips, so it is hard to imagine that steady boundary onditionsimposed there ought to play an important role in the seletion of the tip veloity.2) The notions of a steadily growing solution, and of the dynami stability of suh asolution, both are relevant in the limit t!1. However, real rystals apparently selet theirveloities rather quikly (e.g., after enountering an impurity), so an appropriate theory alsoought to provide a mehanism to selet a veloity on a fairly short time sale.The primary objetive of the researh reported here is to formulate an alternative modelto mirosopi solvability, one that is free of the logial diÆulties mentioned above. Ouralternative hypothesis is stated in Setion 2. The �rst step in implementing the hypothesisis to reast the equations of motion in paraboli oordinates; this reformulation is given inSetion 3. In Setion 4 we linearize these equations about an Ivantsov parabola, to obtain2



approximate equations governing the growth of an interfae on a short time sale. (Ourhypothesis is that the tip veloity is seleted on this short time sale.) The homogeneoussolutions of this linearized problem provide the analogue, on a paraboli interfae, of theelebrated instability found by Mullins and Sekerka [19℄ on a at interfae. This instabilityis analyzed and disussed in Setion 5. Our analysis indiates that the paraboli geometryhanges the instability in fundamental ways, whih apparently had not been notied before.2 A dynami riterion for the seletion of dendritirystalsOur riterion is based on three assumptions:(i) A growing dendriti rystal is inherently unsteady, exept in the immediate neighborhoodof the tip.(ii) Seletion of the tip veloity is done on a relatively short time sale.(iii) The tip veloity is seleted by some physial e�et that is a small perturbation to thebalane inherent in Ivantsov's model (in whih latent heat, reated at the interfae, is arriedaway by di�usion).In this paper, we demonstrate our proposed riterion by deriving the equations to deter-mine whether surfae tension, with or without rystalline anisotropy, an selet a tip veloityin two spatial dimensions. We emphasize that the approah is not restrited to these physiale�ets.Let us ondut a thought experiment, in whih a rystal is growing steadily into an under-ooled melt in two dimensions. For t < 0, there is no surfae tension, and the underoolingwould permit any one of an entire family of Ivantsov's paraboli rystals to grow. Pik oneparabola from the family (i.e., selet a veloity).For t � 0, we turn on a small amount of surfae tension. Now the paraboli interfae is nolonger an equilibrium solution, and the interfae will deform. For short times, the size of thedeformation will be proportional to the surfae tension, and one an linearize the equationsabout the paraboli shape. We assume that the tip veloity is seleted on this short timesale, so these linearized equations ontain the seletion mehanism, if one exists.The time-dependent deformation of the interfae away from its initially paraboli shapeis essentially the Mullins-Sekerka [19℄ instability, but on a paraboli front. As one mightexpet, di�erent wavelengths have di�erent growth-rates. We apply the following seletionriterion:Given the initially paraboli shape of the interfae, with its own tip veloity, does the resulting(Mullins-Sekerka) instability appear in the neighborhood of the tip? If so, then this partiularparabola is not seleted by surfae tension. We say that a partiular parabola is seleted bysurfae tension only if the observed instability leaves quiesent a neighborhood of the tip. Ifno parabola is seleted in this way, then we onlude that surfae tension does not provide aseletion mehanism.The equations required to implement this riterion, derived in Setions 3 and 4, are simi-3



lar to those previously obtained by Langer and M�uller-Krumbhaar [13℄, with two signi�antdi�erenes.(i) They were interested in questions of stability (as t ! 1) of the paraboli front, whihled them into deliate questions about boundary onditions far from the tip, and whiheventually spawned the hypothesis of mirosopi solvability. In the model proposed here,stability is irrelevant beause the tip veloity is seleted on a short time sale, and deliatequestions about boundary onditions never arise.(ii) Our linearized equations are obtained by expanding in the (small) surfae tension pa-rameter. However, this parameter multiplies the urvature (i.e., the highest derivative) inthe Gibbs-Thomson ondition, so the expansion beomes disordered for perturbations ofsuÆiently short wavelength. To overome this diÆulty, we inlude in our leading-orderperturbation equations a higher-derivative term proportional to the surfae tension. Ourexpansion is a singular-perturbation expansion in this sense.3 Formulation of the problem in paraboli oordinatesConsider a rystal, of initially paraboli shape, growing into an underooled melt in twodimensions. Far from the solid-melt interfae, the melt is assumed to be at temperatureT1 < TM , with TM the melting temperature, while the solid is assumed to approah thetemperature �T . Assume that the solid phase grows into the liquid in the positive z diretionat a onstant veloity V and that the solid and melt have molar spei� heat and di�usivity,respetively, C�p ; D�, where + (�) refers to the liquid (solid) phases. Let L be the molarspei� heat of solidi�ation.We introdue a oordinate system that is moving in the positive z diretion with speedV with origin �xed at the tip. The loation of the interfae is expressed by the equation�(z; x; t) � z � �(x; t) = 0: (1)De�ning the di�usive length sale ` = 2D+=V , replaing all lengths by dimensionlessquantities in terms of `, and saling time by 2`=V , we are led to the dimensionless systemof equations for the temperature �eldU+ ! � ; z > �(x; t);( z !1or jxj ! 1 , z �xed (2)4U+ + 2�U+�z = �U+�t ; z > �(x; t) (3)Æ4 U� + 2�U��z = �U��t ; z < �(x; t) (4)U� ! �� ; z ! �1; x �xed; z < �(x; t) (5)U� = ��(1� � os 4�)K on z = �(x; t) (6)h~V? � �rU� +rU+i � ~n = 0 on z = �(x; t): (7)4



Here we have introdued the quantitiesU = C+pL (T � TM ) ; � = D�C�pD+C+p ; � = TMC+p`L2 ;� = C+pL (T1 � TM) ; �� = C+pL � �T � TM� ; Æ = D�D+ :The ratio of apillary to di�usive lengths, �, is a natural small parameter for our problem.Of the two boundary onditions at the interfae, (7) desribes the energy balane there:the interfae advanes at a rate (V? �n) so that latent heat released is arried away by di�u-sion into both the solid and liquid phases. The other ondition, (6), is the Gibbs{Thomsonondition whih asserts that the temperature at the interfae is suppressed below TM byapillary e�ets, by an amount proportional to the loal urvature, K = �xx= h1 + (�x)2i 32 .The other fator in (6), (1 � � os 4�), with � the angle between the loal normal and thez{diretion, models the e�ets of rystalline anisotropy in the interfaial energy. Here afourfold symmetry of the rystal is assumed [10℄, [1℄.The shape of the rystal is assumed to be initially that of an Ivantsov parabola [8℄.Following Horvay and Cahn [7℄, we introdue paraboli oordinates � and � de�ned by :x = �� ; z = �2 � �22 : (8)De�ning �2 = �2 + �2 = 2px2 + z2 we haver = 1�  ~e� ��� + ~e� ���! (9)while the unit vetors in the two systems are related by~ex = 1� (�~e� + � ~e�) ; ~ez = 1� (� ~e� � � ~e�) (10)and~e� = 1� (� ~ex + � ~ez) ; ~e� = 1� (� ~ex � �~ez) : (11)Throughout this disussion we have �xed a branh for our (double-valued) oordinate trans-formation by adopting � � 0; � � x � 0. The fronts that we onsider are nearly paraboli(typially of the form � = A + �S(�; t; �)). We assume that eah an be desribed by� = �(�; t): (12)Then its unit normal ~n and urvature K are given by~n = ~e� � �� ~e�q1 + �2� ; (13)K [�;�(�; t)℄ = (�� ���)(1 + �2�)� (�2 + �2)���h(�2 + �2)(1 + �2�)i 32 ; (14)5



while its normal veloity is V? = ~n � (2~ez + ��t~e�) : (15)The system (2-7), rewritten in paraboli oordinates, beomesU+ ! � ; � !1 ; � �xed (16) �2��2 + �2��2!U+ + 2 � ��� � � ���!U+ = �2�U+�t ; � > �(�; t) (17)Æ  �2��2 + �2��2!U� + 2 � ��� � � ���!U� = �2�U��t ; � < �(�; t) (18)U� ! �� ; j�j ! 1; � = 0 (19)2 (� + ���) + (�2 + �2)�t =  ��� � �� ���! h�U� � U+i ; on � = �(�) (20)U� = ��0BBB�1� � + 8� ���+����+��� �2�1 + ���+����+��� �2�21CCCAK[�;�(�)℄ ; on � = �(�); (21)with K given by (14).In the sequel we assume that the time sale governing the growth of the rystal is muhslower than the time required by the temperature �eld to reah equilibrium (quasi-statiapproximation) so that the time derivatives in (17, 18) are negleted and the only timedependene in the problem enters through the energy balane (20).4 Linearization for short times, with small surfae ten-sionIn this setion we derive the equations for the evolution, under the inuene of weak surfaetension, of an interfae that is initially lose to an Ivantsov parabola. For � << 1, we assumethat for short times, the interfae and temperature �elds have the form:� = A+ �S(�; t; �) (22)U� = U�I (�; �) + �u�(�; �; t; �) (23)where � = A and U�I are the Ivantsov interfae and temperature �eld respetively. Considerexpansions of the various equations in powers of �. At leading order, the Gibbs-Thomsonrelation (21) gives U�I = 0 at � = A; (24)and at higher order S�U�I�� (�; A) + u�(�; A; t; �)!+ �S (S2 �2U�I��2 (�; A) + �u��� (�; A; t; �))+O(�2)6



= 1(�2 + A2)3=2 "A+ �(S � 3SA2�2 + A2 � �S� � (�2 + A2)S��)# (25)"1� �+ 8�A2�2(A2 + �2)2 � 16��A�(A2 � �2)(A2 + �2)3 n(A2 + �2)S� + �So#+O(�2)We have retained higher order terms in (25) beause we expet perturbations to develophigh spatial derivatives and we spei�ally want to study their leading e�ets.The equation of energy balane at the interfae (20) beomes2A+ � h2(S + �S�) + (�2 + A2)St + �2ASSt + �2S2Sti=  ��� � �S� ���! h��U�I � U+I �+ � ��u� � u+�i������=A+�S : (26)Expanding funtions in Taylor series around the interfae position we get at leading order2A = ��U�I�� (�; A)� �U+I�� (�; A) (27)and at higher order2(S + �S�) + (�2 + A2)St + � �2ASSt + �S2St� = (28)"S �2��2 � S� ��� + � S22 �3��3 � SS� �2����!# ��U�I � U+I �������=A+ " ��� + � S �2��2 � S� ���!# ��u� � u+�������=A +O(�2):We proeed now with the derivation of the zeroth-order (Ivantsov) solution. Colletingall expressions, we have that to O(1) the temperature satis�es:U+I ! � < 0 ; � !1 (29) �2��2 + �2��2!U+ + 2 � ��� � � ���!U+ = 0 ; � > A (30)Æ  �2��2 + �2��2!U� + 2 � ��� � � ���!U� = 0 ; � < A (31)U�I ! �� ; j�j ! 1; � = 0 (32)U�I = 0 on � = A (33)2A = ��U�I�� � �U+I�� on � = A: (34)The solution is found by separating variables to be:U+I (�) = �� C Z 1� e�s2ds; (35)U�I (�) = ��� �C Z �0 e�s2=Æds; (36)7



where the onstants C; �C are determined from the boundary ondition (33) to beC = �R1A e�t2dt ; �C = ��R A0 e�t2=Ædt: (37)De�ne the Pelet number to be P = A2 (38)where A2 is the dimensionless tip radius. Then (34) results in the relation:p�PePerf(pP) = ��� � ��eP(1�1=Æ)erf(pP)pÆerf(qP=Æ) (39)in whih the error funtion, erf(z), and omplementary error funtion, erf(z), are de�nedas usual: erf(z) = 2p� Z z0 e�t2dt; erf(z) = 2p� Z 1z e�t2dt :Relation (39) was �rst derived by Ivantsov ([8℄) with �� = 0.At this point we assume that the various thermal oeÆients for the solid and melt phasesare the same and that the solid is kept at the freezing temperature at 1, so thatÆ = 1 ; �� = 0 ; � = 1:Under these assumptions�U+I�� �����A = �2pP ; �2U+I��2 �����A = 4P ; �U�I�� �����A = �2U�I��2 �����A = 0: (40)We now obtain the equations for the perturbation (u�, S) at leading order as � ! 0.Using (40) we have �2��2 + �2��2!u+ + 2 � ��� � � ���!u+ = 0 ; � < A (41) �2��2 + �2��2!u� + 2 � ��� � � ���!u� = 0 ; � > A (42)u+(�;pP; t)� 2pPS = u�(�;pP; t) (43)= pP � �(�2 + P)S��(�2 + P)3=2 "1� � + 8�P�2(P + �2)2# +O(�2)2(S + �S�) + (�2 + P)St = �4PS + �pP(4P � 2)S2 (44)+  ��� + �S �2��2 � �S� ���! �u� � u+�����=pP +O(�2):For solutions of (41{44) that are O(1) and whose derivatives are also O(1), leading ordere�ets an be obtained simply by setting � = 0 in (43, 44). However, (41{44) also admit8



highly osillatory solutions in whih S = O(1), �S�� = O(1), even though � << 1. Forthose highly osillatory solutions we must retain the highest derivative term in (43), �S��,even for � ! 0. Thus the small � expansion is a singular perturbation expansion, as hadbeen antiipated by Langer and M�uller{Krumbhaar [13℄. It follows from (41, 42) that if��� = O(��1=2) then ��� = O(��1=2) as well. Then estimates of the nominally small terms at(44) indiate that they all remain small in the limit in whih the extra term in (43) beomesimportant: �� = O(��1=2), �� = O(��1=2) as � ! 0. To summarize, the small � limit of(41{44) is obtained by retaining the term �S�� in (43) and letting �! 0 elsewhere.The Laplae equation (41, 42) is separable in paraboli oordinates [18℄. Assuming forthe temperature �elds and interfae deformation the expansionsu� = 1Xj=0W�j (t)Hj(�)F�j (�); (45)S(�; t; �) = 1Xj=0Sj(t)Hj(�): (46)(where the oeÆients Sj, Wj also depend on P, � and �), we �ndH 00j � 2�H 0j + 2jHj = 0; (47)F 00j + 2�F 0j � 2jFj = 0: (48)The �rst of these is the Hermite equation, in whih requiring Hj to be real and to grow noworse than algebraially at in�nity results in j being a nonnegative integer ([14℄):Hj(�) = (�1)je�2 dje��2d�j ; j = 0; 1; 2; : : : (49)with Z 1�1 e�x2HnHmdx = Æmn2nn!p� � Æmnn: (50)Also, requiring that F+j grow no worse than algebraially at in�nity and that F�j and F�0jbe ontinuous at � = 0 results in the following expressions for F�j :F�j (�) = ( Pmk=0 aj2k�2k; j = 2mPmk=0 aj2k+1�2k+1; j = 2m+ 1 (51)with ajk+2 = 2(j � k)(k + 2)(k + 1)ajk ; a2j+11 = a2j0 ; a2j+20 = a2j04(j + 1)F+j (�) = Z 1� e�s2 (s� �)jj! ds: (52)For future referene, it is onvenient to introdueF��1 � 0; F+�1(A) � �e�A2 ; (53)9



and to note that the funtions F�j , Hj satisfy the reursions:F�j 0 = �F�j�1 (54)F�j�2 � 2�F�j�1 � 2jF�j = 0 (55)H 0j = 2jHj�1 (56)2jHj�1 � 2�Hj +Hj+1 = 0 : (57)It is well-known [14℄ that series of the form (45, 46) an be used to represent funtionswith quite general growth behaviour as � ! 1. In fat, for a funtion S(�) on the in�niteinterval (�1;1) whih is pieewise smooth on any �nite subinterval and suh thatZ 1�1 e��2S2(�)d� <1; (58)the expansion (46) with oeÆientsSj = 1j Z 1�1 e��2Hj(�)S(�)d�onverges at eah point to the value 1=2(S(�+) + S(��)). The broad lass of interfaialshapes allowed by (58) is one of the main advantages of using a paraboli oordinate system.Turning now to the perturbed Gibbs{Thomson relation (43), we de�ne two sets of oef-�ients, �2k(P; �) and fj(P; �) by1(�2 + P)3=2 "1� � + 8�P�2(P + �2)2 # def= 1Xk=0�2k(P;�)H2k(�) (59)and S��(�2 + P)1=2 "1� � + 8�P�2(P + �2)2# � 1Xj=0 fj(P; �)Hj: (60)Note that �2k+1 � 0; k = 0; 1; � � � as we are expanding an even funtion. Substituting theabove expansions to (43) yields1Xj=0[pP�j(P;�)℄Hj � � 1Xj=0 fjHj = 1Xj=0[W+j F+j (A)℄Hj � 2pP 1Xj=0SjHj= 1Xj=0[W�j F�j (A)℄Hjand solving for W�j we �nd:W+j = "pP�j(P;�)F+j (A) # + " 2pPF+j (A)#Sj � " �F+j (A)# fj(P; �);10



W�j = "pP�j(P;�)F�j (A) #� " �F�j (A)# fj(P; �):Turning now to (44) we use the following identities:�S = 1Xj=0Sj[12Hj+1 + jHj�1℄ = 1Xj=0[12Sj�1 + (j + 1)Sj+1℄HjS�1 � S�2 � 0so that �S� = 1Xj=0[jSj℄Hj + 1Xj=0[2(j + 1)(j + 2)Sj+2℄Hj (61)and (�2 + P)St = 1Xj=0[14S 0j�2 + �j + P + 12�S 0j + (j + 2)(j + 1)S 0j+2℄Hjwith St = 1Xj=0S 0jHj:Also, ���u������pP = 1Xj=0W�j F�0j (A)Hjand using the relations (54) we have��� (u� � u+)�����pP = 1Xj=0fW�j F�j�1(A) +W+j F+j�1(A)gHjwhere we have used (53). We now substitute the expressions derived above into (44), to get1Xj=0(2Sj)Hj + 2 1Xj=0[jSj + 2(j + 1)(j + 2)Sj+2℄Hj+ 1Xj=0 �14S 0j�2 + (j + P + 12)S 0j + (j + 1)(j + 2)S 0j+2�Hj= 1Xj=0nW�j F�j�1(A) +W+j F+j�1(A)oHj � 4P 1Xj=0SjHj:Here, the �rst two lines give the latent heat release from the basi motion of the parabolifront, due to the shape perturbations. The �rst term of the third line gives the ux of theperturbation �eld at the parabola, while the seond term gives the ux of the leading �eldat the perturbed interfae. 11



Colleting results, we �nally get the system of equations, for j = 0; 1; 2; � � �:14S 0j�2 + (j + P + 12)S 0j + (j + 1)(j + 2)S 0j+2+ 2(j + 1 + 2P�+j (A))Sj + 4(j + 1)(j + 2)Sj+2= 2P(��j � �+j )�j(P;�)� 2�pP(��j � �+j )fj(P; �); (62)where S�2 = S�1 = 0, and the oeÆients ��j are de�ned by:��j = 1� 12pP F�j�1(A)F�j (A) : (63)Our analysis enters on system (62). It gives the evolution of perturbations to the parabolishape of the front, in terms of the oeÆients in the Hermite expansion of the shape pertur-bations. Our work is based on the hypothesis that if a seletion mehanism exists, it mustbe possible to �nd it by studying the spetrum of this system as the ontrolling parameters(P, �, �) are varied, as well as the behavior of the unstable modes near the tip.The F�j are solutions of (48) but it is not neessary to solve suh equations separately inorder to determine the ��j . Indeed, by using the reursions (55) we see that��j = 1 + j2P 1��j�1 (64)whih, together with the relations�+0 = 1� e�P2pP R1pP e�s2ds ; ��0 = 1 (65)give omplete reursion sequenes that determines the oeÆients ��j .5 Analogue of the Mullins{Sekerka instabilityThe system of equations in (62) ontains a great deal of information about the evolution intwo dimensions of nearly paraboli fronts under the inuene of weak surfae tension, withor without rystalline anisotropy. Here are three kinds of information available from (62):(a) Negleting all time derivatives in the �rst line of (62) results in a set of nonhomogeneous,algebrai equations for the Hermite oeÆients Sj of the steady-state shape of the perturbedinterfae, in the presene of nonzero surfae tension. These steady shapes might or mightnot be dynamially stable.(b) Negleting the nonhomogeneous terms �j in the last line of (62) provides a linear, homo-geneous system of di�erential equations for the shape of a growing interfae. The family ofsolutions of these equations provides the analogue, on a paraboli interfae, of the Mullins{Sekerka instability on a at interfae. This analogy is limited by the fat that the derivation12



of (62) required small surfae tension (� << 1), whereas the original analysis of Mullins andSekerka [19℄ was not restrited in this way.() Having omputed the time-dependent growth of the unstable modes of (62) for a parti-ular Ivantsov parabola, one implements the dynami seletion riterion proposed in Setion2 by determining whether these growing modes leave quiesent a neighborhood of the tip ofthe growing rystal.We develop now some notation for the study of system (62). We de�ne M to be theoperator of multipliation by �2 and we let N =M+PI. The form of N is seen in the �rstline of (62). We also de�ne the matrix K to be the Hermite representation of the operator2 + 2� dd� + 4PT+, given in the seond line of (62) with T+ij = �+j Æij. Finally we let T bethe diagonal matrix with elements Tj = ��j � �+j , and U a matrix with only the seondsuperdiagonal di�erent from zero, and whose (j; j + 2) element is Uj;j+2 = 4(j + 1)(j + 2).Then, (62) an be written asNS 0 +KS = 2PT�� 2�pPTF: (66)For the isotropi ase, � = 0. We introdue the symmetri matrix Gmn by writingfj(P; 0) = 1j Z 1�1 e��2 S��p�2 + PHj(�)d�= 4j 1Xl=0(l + 1)(l + 2)Sl+2 Z 1�1 e��2Hl(�)Hj(�)p�2 + P d�= 4j 1Xl=0(l + 1)(l + 2)Sl+2Gjl = 1j 1Xl;m=0GjlUlmSm; (67)with the j de�ned in (50). The oeÆients fj, Gmn (as well as the ��j of the previoussetion) an be found through reursions. These omputations turn out to be quite involvednumerially (due to the presene of undesired dominant solutions of the reursions) buta suitable use of asymptotis allows the determination of these oeÆients to arbitraryauray. This omputation will be presented in detail elsewhere.For � 6= 0 it follows from (60) that N2F = C�1 ((1� �)N2 + 8P�M)GUS, so that (66)beomesN2T�1(NS 0 +KS)� 2PN2� = �2�pP �(1� �)N2 + 8P�M�C�1GUS; (68)with Cij = iÆij. The latter form allows a omputation for the anisotropi ase to beperformed with no additional omplexity ompared to the isotropi ase.Now we restrit attention to the isotropi ase, � = 0. For our atual omputations, itproved bene�ial to introdue a new saling, in terms of orthonormal Hermite polynomials.Thus, we resale the Hermite oeÆients Sj as Ŝ = �S with �ij = Æijp2jj!. Then, equation(68) beomes �N��1�S 0 +�K��1�S � 2PT��= �2�pPTC�1�G��1�U��1�S: (69)13



We note that the matrix N̂ = �N��1 is symmetri, with main diagonal same as that ofN (i.e. Nj = N̂jj = (j + P + 1=2) ), and with seond super{ and subdiagonals equal to(N̂j;j+2 = N̂j+2;j =)(1=2)q(j + 1)(j + 2). Similarly the matrix K̂ = �K��1 has nonzeroelements K̂jj = Kjj = 2(j + 1 + 2P�+j ) and K̂j;j+2 = 2q(j + 1)(j + 2).Also, Ĝ = C�1�G��1 is given by(Ĝ)ij = p2ii!i Gij 1p2jj! = 1p� Gijp2i+ji!j!while Û = �U��1 is a matrix of zeroes exept for the (j; j + 2) diagonal whih ontains(Û)j;j+2 = 2q(j + 1)(j + 2):Now we fous on the homogeneous problem assoiated with (66), in order to studythe analogue of the Mullins-Sekerka instability on a paraboli interfae. The homogeneousproblem an be formulated as a generalized eigenvalue problem: assuming that Ŝj(t) has theform Ŝj(t) = sje�t we have the eigensystem�N̂s+ K̂s = �2�pPTĜÛsor �N̂s = � �K̂+ 4�pPB� s; (70)where we have introdued B = 12TĜÛ. The matrix elements of B areBij = 12TilĜlnÛnj (sum over repeated indies)= 12TiiĜi;j�2Ûj�2;j (no sums)= (��i � �+i )qj(j � 1)Ĝi;j�2 ; j = 2; 3; � � �with Bi;0 = Bi;1 = 0 ; i = 1; 2; � � �Note that in this system even and odd modes unouple, e�etively doubling the size ofany trunation. Thus all our omputations were performed on purely even or odd modetrunations, and the term "order of trunation" is used to denote the number of even or oddmodes atually used.We present now some preliminary results that were obtained from our omputations ofthe spetrum of the system (70) with small, but nonzero, �. An approah that we foundsatisfatory in omputing the spetrum utilizes the fat that (70) is in the standard formfor the QZ{fatorization algorithm of Moler and Stewart [17℄ to be appliable. We usedthe EISPACK generalized eigenvalue solver whih allowed us to ompute eigenvalues fortrunations inluding up to 1600 even or odd modes. It was found by various omparisons14



that above trunations of order 500 � 700, roundo� ontamination was appreiable. In ouromputations with � = 0 we found that we ould readily identify eigenvalues that stabilize,i.e. remain unhanged to a given tolerane over several trunations and disard the rest.For given P, after inreasing the trunation above a ertain limit, roundo� prevented anyfurther stabilized eigenvalues to appear.For any � in the range 0 � � � :01 for whih we have arried out omputations, most ofthe omputed spetrum of the trunated system was omposed of eigenvalues lying, roughly,on two ars (Figs. 1, 2). The outer ar, horse-shoe shaped for � = 0, beomes wider asthe trunation inreases and is apparently omposed entirely of "spurious" eigenvalues, oreigenvalues of the trunated system that do not orrespond to eigenvalues of the full system.The seond, bell-shaped ar spans the horseshoe and is omposed of eigenvalues that, onethey appear, quikly settle to values that hange very little as the order of trunation isinreased.However, without surfae tension, (� = 0), system (70) is ill-posed with the growth rateof the instability being an inreasing funtion of the wavenumber. In this limit of vanishingsurfae tension, the only orretion to eq. (62) enters through the nonhomogeneous term,modifying smoothly the steady shape of the Ivantsov parabola, proportionally to the surfaetension. Sine instability ensues for any P, this nearly paraboli pro�le is always unstable.For any � arbitrarily small but �nite there exists a suÆiently high mode number forwhih the term 2�pP(��j � �+j )fj(A)beomes important. This term makes our eigenvalue problem well-posed for � > 0, introdu-ing an upper frequeny uto�. We performed alulations for P = 2; 4 and for trunationsspanning the range 300 to 1600. For values of � < :007, only a part of the spetrum lies inthe positive real half-plane, with nonzero lower wavenumber/frequeny uto�s (as well as anupper uto�s for any � > 0, see Figs. 1, 2). The eigenfuntions orresponding to eigenvalueswith positive real part appear as waves of onstant phase veloity, traveling down the sidesof the parabola. Some of the unstable eigenmodes are strongly loalized away from the tip.As an example of suh a loalized eigenmode, for P = 4, � = :001, the real part of the modeorresponding to the eigenvalue � = 3:926� i7:534 is shown in Fig. 3. Clearly this loalizedmode has an e�etive wavelength. We an use these e�etive wavelengths to ompute phaseveloities and dispersion urves.We found that if the surfae tension were hosen suÆiently high, the real parts of all theomputed eigenvalues invariably beame negative and the instability was suppressed. ForP = 4 and for � > :007 the spetrum lies entirely on the left half plane and no instabilitywas found, as shown in Fig. 4.For � 6= 0 however small, both ars beome bow-shaped and eventually they bend bak toreross the imaginary axis. In (Figs. 1, 2) we give the spetra orresponding to even and oddeigenmodes, respetively, for P = 4 and � = :005 for a trunation of order 512. As mentionedbefore, the "outer" ar (squares) does not settle but keeps hanging shape as the order oftrunation inrease, while the "inner" ar (irles) simply elongates as trunation is inreasedand new eigenvalues appear, without hanging shape. It appears that the omputation for15



� 6= 0 beomes muh more sensitive to roundo� errors as ompared to the ase � = 0, so thatfor the trunations we onsidered and with 16 deimal digit arithmeti, individual eigenvaluesdid not settle quite satisfatorily. However the ar they de�ne did settle, as an be seen inFig. 5 where the omputed spetrum for even eigenmodes at P = 4, � = :001 is shownfor truations M = 444 (squares) and M = 512 (irles), superimposed for omparison,with the spurious part of the spetrum omitted. In Fig. 4, (with � = :007), as well asin Figs. 1, 2, a number of values shown that lie on neither ar should be attributed toroundo� ontamination. The results were also found to be quite sensitive to the auray bywhih various oeÆients in (70) were known. Considerable are was required in employingtehniques for the omputation of these oeÆients that gave them to the maximum aurayof 16 digits employed in the rest of the omputations.In onlusion, we present a omparison of our preliminary �ndings with previous studiesof dendriti growth. The analysis of Mullins and Sekerka [19℄ for the instability of a atsolidi�ation front shows both similarities and di�erenes from our anlysis of a parabolifront, due to inherent physial di�erenes in the two proesses. The main points are:1. The at front orresponds to P ! 1, while a paraboli front an be found for everypositive �nite value of P.2. On a paraboli front, we �nd that eah of the unstable modes, like the one shown inFig. 3, has an e�etive wavenumber (k � 0), that j=�j inreases as k inreases, andj=�j ! 0 as k ! 0. Therefore, a omparison is possible between the �ndings for thespetrum of the paraboli ase and that for the at ase whih has fourier modes, andfor whih typial stability diagrams are given as relations between k and <� ([12℄).3. Both ases show a uto� for large k; that is, disturbanes with suÆiently small wave-lengths deay in either geometry.4. For k small (=� small), <� < 0, whih di�ers from the at interfae ase.5. At least for P = 2 and P = 4, the instability is apparently suppressed for suÆientlylarge surfae tension.6. It is inappropriate to apply the known results from a at interfae to the sides ofa parabola (where the interfaial urvature approahes zero). Along the sides of aparabola we must take into aount the tangential motion of the liquid phase, whihis not present at the at interfae.In order to ompare our �ndings with the results of other approahes to the dendriti growthproblem, suh as those of mirosopi solvability, we still need to analyze the behavior of thesteady orretion to the front as � !1. This analysis will be reported elsewhere.AknowledgementsE.C. wishes to aknowledge the hospitality and the use of the omputing failities at Ris�National Laboratory, Denmark. H.S. was partially supported by NSF grant # DMS-9096156.Charles Troup (UNM) helped with the graphis. Brue Fast (CU) provided logistis and16
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Figure 1: The spetrum for Pe = 4, M = 512 (even), � = :005. Eigenvalues on the stabilizedar are represented by irles, spurious eigenvalues by squares.
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Figure 2: Same as in Fig. 1, for odd trunation.
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Figure 3: The real part of a loalized eigenmode, orresponding to the eigenvalue � =3:926� i7:534 for P = 4, � = :001.
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Figure 4: Same as in Fig. 1, with � = :007. All omputed eigenvalues have negative realparts.
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Figure 5: The spetrum for P = 4, with � = :001. Only the proper eigenvalues are shownfor trunations M = 444 (squares) and M = 512 (irles).
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